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Deformation of Linear Ordinary
Differential Equations. II

By Michio JIMB0 and Tetsuji MIWA
Research Institute for Mathematical Sciences, Kyoto University

(Communicated by KSsaku YOSID., M. J..., April 12, 1980)

In the preceding note [1], we have developed the theory of isomono-
dromy deformation of linear ordinary differential equations,. In par-
ticular we defined the r function or each isomonodromy family, which
is a generalization of the theta unction in the theory of abelian
unctions.

In this note we deal with a transformation which changes the
exponents of ormal monodromy by integer differences (Schlesinger
transformation). We also consider the ratio of the transformed
unction to the original one (r quotient). Finally we shall give ele-
mentary examples of r functions which corresponds to soliton and
rational solutions, in the theory of inverse scattering.

We use the same notations as [1].
We are indebted to Drs. E. Date, Y. MSri, K. Okamoto, Prof. M.

Sato and Dr. K. Ueno or stimulating discussions.
1o Given an m m matrix Y(x) with monodromy property in the

sense of [1], we can construct another matrix Y’(x) with the same
monodromy data except for integer differences in the exponents, of
ormal monodromy. Schlesinger [2] considered such a transforma-
tion in the case of regular singularities. His construction applies
equally to the irregular singular case.

Choose integers l: (,= 1,. ., n, oo a- 1,. ., m) satisfying the con-

dition (the Fuchs’relation) l:=O, and set L()=(l),=,...,.
A trnsgormation Y’(x)-R(x)Y(x) grom Y(x) to Y’(x) is called the

foo al ""anSchlesinger transformation o type [L(oo)L() L(n)., if it preserves the

monodromy data except or the change o exponents of ormal mono-
dromy T0) T0) q-L

The condition or R(x)so that Y’(x) is the desired matrix is the
ollowing.

( ) R(z)?(’(x)z’’=

with an invertible matrix G()’ (,=/= oo),
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( )

The multiplier R(x) is uniquely determined from (1)-(3) as a rational
Y() (,=1,... n,function in x with rational coefficients in a, a, ..

k=1,2, a, fl=l, ..., m) and G (,=1, ...,n; a, fl=l, ...,m).
2. We define the length N

{ a ...a. }type L()L() L() by N= l. We say a Schlesinger
=l,...,n, l0

transformation is elementary if its length is 1. A Schlesinger rans-
formation o length N is decomposed into N elementary transforma-
ions. We use he following abbreviated notations or types of ele-

{ } signifies the typemenary ransformaions Namely,

Here we se
We shall give the table of multipliers R(x) for elementary trans-

formations.

(4) {oo oo}. R(x)=E.ox+Ro, Ro, is given by
0o o --Oa=o Y,-oo+ ,-o, Y,,o ,,oo

()=o 1/Y,oo
() ()"o, o Y,ao/ Y,oo

(5) {’o "o} (,o)" R(x)=l+Ro/(X-ao),
fro o

=o o, o
()Y,oo Y.o
0 0
0

Ro,. ()(G()-0.o /a/o lao/o"

0o

(7)

(8)

O O

O ==O
o (o: oo)"
0o o

a:/o
0--0

R(x)=Eoo(X-a,o)+Ro, Ro.. is, given by

R(x)=l--Eo+R1/(x-Oo), RI,. is given by

,o’,’’V()((o)-).o/(G(o)-l).o
(G(’o)-l).o/(G(o)-).o
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3. We define a set of characteristic matrices G(’,.)(t,) (,,/= 1, .,
n, oo l, k e Z) as follows. If l_ 0 or k_0 we set

1 if =/, /+k= l, l_0
G(.,)(.)= -1 if ,=z, /+k= l, k0

0 otherwise.
In order to define the non trivial part, we prepare the following nora-
tions"

Nz- Yz- and

g(-) g(z-).G(,,(, (, =1, ..., , l, 21)
0

are defined by he following identities.
(9) (,(,z-- [((z)-(z) (/>1)

,,z--=-()-[()] (21.

(10) ,,z-(z-)- [(z)-((z)
,,-(z-)=(z)-,[(z)].

(11) (,(,(_)- [(()-]_-1((),

Proposition 1. We deote b G’’’ (,= 1, ., , l, e Z)
the

( 0} Thenforl, k>lwe haveelementary transformation of type o
o o

/(,o,go) (,) (,o,) (,k)
(13) ,.) (,)’ det

with the following modifications in the right hand side"

l- 1

4. We denote by q[L()L() L(); Y(x) the ratio o the r une-
ion or the transformed matrix Y’(x) by a Sehlesinger transformation

o type L()L() L() to the r unetion or the original matrix Y(x).

Proposition2. For an elementary transformation of type

{,0 } (,o Zo Y(x)}i.sgivenbyo the quotient q
ao rio;o o
(o,o)(1,)(14) q ,o z0; Y(x oo

(G()-G(") /(a,o-ao)
if
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In general, we have the following

c a ...anL(n)Theorem 3. Let W]L()L( Y(x) be the following NN
(N" the length) matrix,

(15)
L()L() L()

Y(x) ( ) ),=,...,,;.,=,...,
--1... ,NU;l=l, NI

where N.+=max (l:, 0) and N;=-rain (l., 0). Then we have

(16) q Y(x) =det W(L(=)L( Y(x)

Moreover, the charaeteristic matrices G(,(’’ (,, l 1, ., n, c l, k
1, 2, ...) for the transformed matrix Y’(x) by the Schlesinger trans-

oo a L()} is given byformation of type [L()L()
"’an

a "’’an } (o,o)(o,o)’(17) q
(L()L() L()_ .oo

(L(=)L() L(")J "" a=l,...,ml""’n’
=I,...

/ ( (o,)(o-z.,)det\.o :,=,...,n,=,..., -oo(’’")( .O,o,O+,O,o, ’"" (lo, ko> 1).

k=l,...,//
Remark I. We say that x=a is regular for Y(x) ff Y(x) is holo-

morphic and invertible at x=a. In this case we can choose an mXm
invertible constant matrix C and consider the point x=a as a regular
singular point with the connection matrix C and the exponents (0, ., 0)
of formal monodromy. Then (14) implies that Y(a) is also expressible
as a r quotient.

5. Soliton solution (cf. [3], [4]). Take Y(x)=er() where T(x) is
a polynomial in x with mXm diagonal matrices as coefficients such
that T(0)=0. We choose an integer N, Nm points a,, ...,a and Nm
mXm matrices C,,...,C which are supposed to be the connection
matrices at a,, ., a, respectively. The Schlesinger transformation

oo alof type NI E1 E for Y(x)is given by a multiplier R(x) of the

orm R(x)-x +Yx-+ +Y. Theorem 3 reads as

(18) q
NI

;Y(x) =det W,

(Y,, .., Y)= W)W-,(19)
where

W and W

6. Rational solution (cf. [5]). Choose integers ,,..., and
Z,, ", P such that ],...,
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and /+...+/_+...+2(a=1,...,m-1). We also choose an
mm matrix C as the connection matrix at x=0. Take Y(x)=xer()

and consider the Schlesinger transformation of type

( 0 } or Y(x).
L() ((--Z)) L() ((--))

The multiplier R(x) is o the form

R(x) 1+ Yx-+... +(Y,_x-")x "-
We define a sequence of integers a by a a if Z.- +1 gp._-..
Then or a+ lgagin a-th column o Y is zero. We denote by Y
the m a non zero part of Y. We also define a row vector .() (l0,
la, flgm) of the size .- by

( .(.() 1 d-- er() (C ). Q. (C-’).,
(--1) dx-- x:0

0 1where,=
1

and an mx(2-2) matrix W2 (120, 1
o]

<m-l) by WJ ("-* e2-’+) We denote by
the a’(,-2) matrix made of the first a’ rows of W). Then
Theorem 3 reads as

(20) { 0 }=detW,L() L0)

(2) (Y,..., Y)=-(W’),..., W,)W-,
where W=

Remark 2. In both examples, the unction for the original
matrix Y(x) is 1. Hence the formula (18) or (20) gives the function
or the transformed matrix Y’(x)=R(x)Y(x).
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